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[1] Aquatic ecosystems are hotspots of decomposition and sources of carbon dioxide to
the atmosphere that are globally significant. Carbon exported from land (allochthonous)
also supplements the carbon fixed by photosynthesis in aquatic ecosystems
(autochthonous), contributing to the organic matter (OM) that supports aquatic consumers.
Although the presence of terrestrial compounds in aquatic OM is well known, the
contribution of terrestrial versus aquatic sources to the composition of OM has been
quantified for only a handful of systems. Here we use stable isotopes of hydrogen and
carbon to demonstrate that the terrestrial contribution (ΦTerr) to particulate organic matter
(POM) is as large or larger (mean = 54.6% terrestrial) than the algal contribution in 39 lakes
of the northern highlands region of Wisconsin and Michigan. Further, the largest carbon
pool, dissolved organic matter (DOM), is strongly dominated by allochthonous material
(mean for the same set of lakes approximately 100% terrestrial). Among lakes, increases in
terrestrial contribution to POM are significantly correlated with more acidic pH.
Extrapolating this relationship using a survey of pH in 1692 lakes in the region reveals that,
with the exception of eutrophic lakes, most of the OM in lakes is of terrestrial origin. These
results are consistent with the growing evidence that lakes are significant conduits for
returning degraded terrestrial carbon to the atmosphere.
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1. Introduction

[2] Resolving the contribution of terrestrial material to
organicmatter (OM) pools in lakes is significant for understand-
ing carbon cycling at the regional and global scale as well as for
understanding foodweb subsidies.Models of carbon accumula-
tion based on terrestrial biomes significantly overestimate
terrestrial C sequestration when these models exclude surface
waters in lake-rich regions [Christensen et al., 2007; Buffam
et al., 2011]. At the global scale, excluding inland waters leads
to an overestimate of terrestrial sequestration by up to 60%
[Cole et al., 2007; Battin et al., 2009; Tranvik et al., 2009].
[3] The amount and form of allochthonous material

exported to lakes has large impacts on ecosystem metabo-
lism, resilience, and food web structure [Polis et al., 1997;
Loreau and Holt, 2004; Power, 2001]. Additionally,
differences in OM composition within the water column
may be important for supporting consumers such as
zooplankton that migrate daily through the water column
[Matthews and Mazumder, 2006; Francis et al., 2011].
However, the relative contribution of allochthonous material

to OM pools in lakes varies within the landscape, and the
heterogeneity in terrestrial loading among lakes is not well
quantified. Regional estimates of particulate organic matter
(POM) and dissolved organic matter (DOM) composition
in lakes are largely derived from case studies as there have
been few comparative estimates of the variation in lake
OM composition [Pace et al., 2007].
[4] Chemical and spectral approaches frequently identify

terrestrial compounds in DOM [Karlsson et al., 2003; Cory
and McKnight, 2005; Bade et al., 2007; Pace et al., 2007;
Caraco et al., 2010; Stets et al., 2010; Tank et al., 2011],
but neither spectral approaches (which are not generally
applicable to POM) nor methods based on carbon isotopes
have produced robust, quantitative estimates of the terres-
trial contribution (ΦTerr) to aquatic DOM and POM. The
carbon isotope approach often yields uncertain composi-
tion estimates due to the small difference between terres-
trial and algal isotope ratios and uncertain estimates of
algal photosynthetic fractionation (eC) [Bade et al., 2006].
One study was able to avoid these limitations by only com-
paring the carbon isotope values of POM in lakes primarily
dominated by algae [Mohamed and Taylor, 2009]. Others
have estimated ΦTerr of POM in a small number of lakes
through extensive carbon isotope sampling and found the
pool dominated by allochthonous material [Karlsson
et al., 2003; Jones et al., 1998] or composed equally of
allochthonous and autochthonous material [Taipale et al.,
2008]. Enrichment of aquatic inorganic 13C provides an
approach to overcome the small difference between source
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